Bar Codes and National ID's

Bar codes are for commercial products and ought never be on an Allodial National ID. There are some who think so and either desire, create or accept cards with a bar code, however they either don't know, or they know and purposely infiltrate the concept. It appears many make the mis-take of mixing commerce with birthrights, which will prove to be a 'grave' error. This can only be attributed to lack of study of which we have all suffered, or purposeful infiltration, of which is why we ought to study so we don't **continue** to suffer. Many take National principles and actions and bring commercial and corporate tenants into it because that is all we have known. We even had someone send us some information regarding 'state governments' and how they have proclaimed that they do not recognize aboriginal and indigenous or national principles and people. Why ought they?, they are corporations/companies and are quasi-national entities and agencies. Since when is an agency or corporation/company/government authority over the natural people? Their policies and procedures are for their corporate members or citizens, as citizen actually means member.

The Articles in the Law of the Land, which is for every 'person' (natural and artificial) and describes what corporations / company (artificial) and 'other citizens / members who operate on the land, can and cannot do. The Bill of Rights (referred to as Amendments) preserves the Rights/ Liberties of the natural being. It is clear that many are not aware of that and they mix the two because they know neither, therefore are unable to discern the difference, nor do they know their own standing (status), which means their relationship to the community. Municipalities and state agencies are corporations, as such, they have no parity with real flesh and blood beings. Flesh and blood beings keep desiring to join themselves.

Administrator’s defined government succinctly. “Governments are corporations”, in as much as every government is an artificial person, an abstraction, a creature of the mind only, a government can deal only with artificial persons. The imaginary, having no reality or substance cannot create or attain parity with the real. **Penhallow V. Doane’s**.

As for YOUR National ID from YOUR National family

Section 1028 of USC (United States Codes) -Title 18 designates three special non-federal identification documents and gives them preferred treatment. These three documents, in the absence of a national identity card, are the prime means by which an individual establishes his identity in the United States. The three documents are: (A) birth certificate; (B) driver's license; and (C) personal identification card.

Thus, if you DO NOT have a National ID, then commonly accepted ID's are accepted. Commonly 'accepted' ID's are accepted BECAUSE one does not have a National ID. A Federal established 'government' does not make National ID's and States can NEVER produce National (natural persons) ID's either, as they are not Nationals, they are quasi-national corporate/company venues, which is the whole point of the "REAL ID". In reality, what is a State ID? where do you get one from? Many go to the DMV - right?, well that is not the state, that is an Agency administering the Federal Drivers Program by contract to do so and what they are authorized to issue is a Drivers License, not an ID. States are now being limited and are required to put on those instruments that it is not a Federal ID. As for municipalities, they are 2nd tier contractors contracted by States to assist with administering of federal programs, such as the Motor Vehicle Safety program. They create agencies to do so, such as the DMV's and a whole list of other agencies, all being regulated federally. Because of this lack of knowledge, many keep inserting corporate/company and commercial and commonly accepted 'stuff" without realizing the difference. From Lack of Knowledge we suffer and from Lack of Study, we will continue to suffer.

We trust this has been helpful.
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